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HERON
Designed by Rodolfo Dordoni

System of storage units with doors, drawers and open compartments for the different domestic, office and public 
environment. Collection composed of different storage units in terms of dimensional combinations and frontal 
equipment:
- Low L200 P50 H80 cm. Available with 4 doors or 2 doors, a single drawer and an open compartment or two 
doors and a double drawer;
- Medium L151 P50 H116 cm. Available with 3 doors or 3 doors and an open compartment.
- High L103 P50 H152 cm. Available either with 2 doors or 2 doors and an open compartment.
The open compartment is always provided with a perforated backrest. 

Every storage unit can be customised by choosing between two side panels’ options:
- transparent in extra clear glass 5mm thick
- closed, with panel in the same lacquered finish as the structure.

 

STRUCTURE
Element in lightened and lacquered honeycomb panel. Steel section 30x30x5mm for the side panels and extruded 
aluminium for the top.



FINISHES AND OPTIONS
The storage units structure always comes in matt and is in two options available:
- profile in painted metal matt white, with micro-goffered lacquered ivory white panels;
- profile in painted metal matt light grey with micro-goffered lacquered medium grey panels.

Every storage unit can be customised by choosing the colour of the cabinet back panel, in the different matt 
lacquered options available: ivory white, medium grey, dark red, okra yellow, dark orange and petrol blue. Cabinet 
back panel stands for:
- backrest in perforated sheet (on both sides)
- backrest in honeycomb panel in the internal side only
- internal shelves, where expected
- drawer front.

 



Finishing

CABINETS

Cabinet

Profile Structure Side panel Back Panel



 H/D/L

medium unit 3 doors
L151 D50 H116
real dimensions L151.2 D50 H115.6

medium unit 3 doors and an open compartment
L151 D50 H116
real dimensions L151.2 D50 H115.6

high unit 2 doors
L103 D50 H152
real dimensions L102.9 D50 H151.6

low unit 4 DOORS
L200 D50 H80
real dimensions L199.5 D50 H79.7

low unit 2 doors, single drawer 
and an open compartment
L200 D50 H80
real dimensions L199.5 D50 H79.7

low unit 2 doors and double drawer  
L200 D50 H80
real dimensions L199.5 D50 H79.7

HERON

high unit 2 doors and an open compartment
L103 D50 H152
real dimensions L102.9 D50 H151.6

backrest in perforated sheet


